Abstract-In this paper, we propose a planar metamaterial particle that consists of two bright elements imprinted on a dielectric substrate in the microwave region. The two bright elements are a circular ring resonator (CRR) and an asymmetric single-split rectangular resonator (ASRR). The structure exhibits a narrow transparency band in a wide absorption/reflection band through coupling between the two bright modes. We study the proposed structure through numerical simulation and experiment. We also test different orientations of the structure for possible application as an efficient frequency selective-band obscurant.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelength-selective obscuration of electromagnetic radiation by means of small airborne particles is of interest for a variety of military applications. Elementary shapes of particles (i.e., spheres, fibers, discs etc.) have been employed but do not permit complex forms of filtration of transmitted electromagnetic radiation. For the elementary forms, the location and form of the obscured frequency band depend on the size parameter of the particle [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Some attenuative band shaping can be achieved with, for example, conductive fibrous aerosols; band broadening and proportions of absorption to scattering can be tailored with the degree of translucency (having diameters less than the skin depth of the fiber material) [2, 7] .
Attenuation efficiency is usually defined as the extinction cross section (or desired combination of absorption and scattering) normalized to particle volume or mass. An important feature of an airborne particulate obscurant is that the wavelength-selective features are sustained for all or most orientations of the particle with respect to the incoming radiation [3, 5, 6] . For one dimensional particles (fibers) and wavelengths in and beyond the infrared the efficiency is maximum when the fiber is aligned to the incident electric field and zero when the fiber is perpendicular to the field, so the orientation-averaged value is reduced to one third of the maximum value for a resonant fiber [3, 4] .
With the option of designing the geometrical forms of not just one but multiple interacting particles, one can obtain complex forms of electromagnetic filtration. A form of filtration that offers a potential advantage would be to block transmission over a wide electromagnetic atmospheric "window" while allowing a narrow transparency band within that window. An additional advantage would be achieved if the wavelength-location of the transparency could be tuned within the "window".
Planar metamaterial structures can produce such filtration through the use of electromagnetically induced transparencies (EIT). EIT phenomena are produced by the coupling of a bright mode that is excited by the incident electromagnetic wave and a dark mode that is excited by the induced magnetic field of the bright element [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this phenomenon, an absorption/reflection material is rendered transparent and this is associated with strong dispersion that reduces the group velocity. In order to achieve the phenomena, the symmetry of the structure should be broken. This phenomenon has many potential applications in signal processing, optical filtering and sensing technologies [18] [19] [20] [21] . In all the previous published structures, a narrow transparency band is induced in a wide absorption/reflection band only for specific orientation of the structure making them inefficient as an orientation-averaged obscurant.
In this article, we propose a metamaterial structure that exhibits a narrow transparency band in the middle of a wide absorption/reflection band through a bright-bright mode coupling instead of a bright-dark mode coupling. Many other designs that employ bright-bright mode coupling have been reported in the literature, see for example [22, 23] . These designs either produce the EIT behavior only for a given orientation, which makes them ineffective as an orientationally-averaged special obscurant or have a wide transmission band compared with the attenuation band. In this article, we propose a planar metamaterial particle that can closely perform the above mentioned features. The structure we propose in this article consists of a circular ring resonator (CRR) and an asymmetric single-split rectangular resonator (ASRR) imprinted on a Rogers 3003 dielectric substrate (dielectric constant ε = 3, loss tangent = 0.0013). The resonator material is copper and the dimensions of the resonators where chosen to achieve a narrow transparency band centered at around 5 GHz. The two resonators are both excited by the incident electromagnetic field (i.e., bright elements). The CRR exhibits a wide absorption/reflection band, while the ASRR exhibits a narrow absorption/reflection band through a trapped-current mode resonance or LC resonance depending on the orientation of the electric field with respect to the resonator gap [24, 25] . When the two resonances couple, a narrow transparency band is induced at around 5 GHz in the middle of the CRR wide absorption/reflection band. This structure exhibits the EIT phenomena for a range of orientations which renders it a good candidate for a frequency selective-band obscurant. Also the transparency band is unchanged in frequency with the orientation of the particle. Finally, the location of the transparency-band can be adjusted by changing the size of the resonators. θ with the gap of the ASRR. The simulations of the transmission spectra were performed using the CST microwave studio suite solver where periodic boundary conditions were applied in the x and y directions [26] .
STRUCTURE GEOMETRY AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to understand the working principle of the structure, we first use the CST software to simulate the transmission spectra for the CRR imprinted alone on the Rogers substrate without the ASRR. Figure 2 shows the transmission spectra (amplitude and phase), the spectra is a wide absorption/reflection window (centered at 5.14 GHz) that is independent of the rotation angle (or polarization angle of the incident field (θ)) of the particle around the z-axis. Next, the transmission spectra (amplitude and phase) of the ASRR (imprinted alone on the Rogers substrate without the CRR) for different values of θ is shown in Figure 3 . As Figure 3 shows, the strength of the ASRR resonance depends on θ while the corresponding resonance frequency location is fixed and the same as that of the CRR (5.14 GHz). For θ = 0 degrees (i.e., when the electric field is perpendicular to the ASRR gap), the resonance is similar to the trapped-mode current resonance [24] . For θ = 90 degrees (i.e., when the electric field parallel to the ASRR gap), the resonance is an LC resonance [25] . For angles that make the ASRR symmetric or close to symmetric with respect to the E-field, the resonance disappears or becomes weak as is the case for θ = 45 degrees [24] . . Experimental transmission spectra at normal incidence for the array of the proposed fabricated periodic structure of Figure 6 compared with the corresponding simulation spectra.
For the proposed structure of Figure 1 , when the structure is excited normally, the two bright mode resonances of the CRR and ASRR overlap and a narrow transparency band is induced as shown in Figure 4 . The strength of this transparency band depends on the bright mode resonance strength of the ASRR (i.e., the orientation of the structure with respect to the incident electric field), which was shown in Figure 3 . To get more feeling for this dependence, the surface current distributions at the transparency resonance frequency (5.14 GHz) for the cases θ = 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the current distribution for the CRR alone, the ASRR alone and the proposed combined structure of Figure 1 . As we see in Figure 5 , two equal and out of phase (opposite) currents are induced in the CRR when imprinted alone on the substrate and excited normally. The magnitude of the current on the ASRR when exited alone is proportional to its resonance strength. When the ASRR is imprinted inside the CRR and the combined structure is excited normally, a reduction of currents in both resonators occurs. The two out of phase induced currents in the CRR are reduced in magnitude and become unequal which leads to a net resultant current in the CRR. The largest current reduction in the CRR is produced at θ = 135 degrees, which illustrates the most efficient transparency achieved. As expected, for θ = 45 degrees, the two out of phase currents are less reduced through coupling which leads to nearly total loss of transparency as shown in Figure 4 .
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The proposed structure was fabricated using the method described in reference [25] , and an array was generated for experimental measurements as pictured in Figure 6 . The dimensions of the resonators in different unit cells were measured under the microscope and negligible variations were noticed. Subsequent to many single particle measurements made in waveguides/slotted lines [25] , an open ended chamber lined with Cuming pyramidal anechoic chamber absorbing pads was constructed with additional absorbing material opposite the receiver. Identical 10-dB gain transmitting and receiving horns were placed on opposite sides of and in the far field of the array. A Wiltron programmable sweep generator and a Hewlett Packard power meter served as source and receiver. The experimental measurements for different values of θ at normal incidence are shown in Figure 7 . Transmission measurements were made every 15 degrees to 180 degrees. The results show how the transparency band is affected by changing the orientation of the particle. The transparency band can be seen to occur for a wide range of polarization angles but disappears as the structure comes closer to symmetry with respect to the incident electric field.
DISCUSSION
For the research of this paper, a key issue was to design and confirm that the features sought were preserved over a wide range of angles. The features were a narrow transparency band induced in a wide absorption/reflection window using EIT metamaterial. In the proposed structure in this article, the two modes oscillate at the same fixed frequency regardless of the orientation of the particle, though the ASRR resonance strength depends on the orientation to a degree. For example we have shown that it disappears for a narrow range of angles for which the oriented particle appears to be close to symmetric with respect to the incident electric field. Also, orienting the structure in the third dimension is of importance to the efficiency of this structure as a selective-band obscurant particle. To check this point we performed simulation for other incidence angles (α) for the cases θ = 0, 90, 135 degrees. The simulated transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that the proposed structure maintains its characteristic as a selectiveband obscurant with random orientation in the third dimension. Of course for edge-on incidence (i.e., α = 90 degrees), the behavior disappears as the E-field is perpendicular to the plane of the structure and there is no excitation of the two modes. One final point that needs to be addressed here is that the EIT behavior of the periodic structure is an internal characteristic of the individual single unit cell [17] . So an aerosol that consists of the single unit cell particles can serve as a selective-band obscurants for some applications.
CONCLUSIONS
A new metamaterial particle is proposed to serve as a selective-band obscurant particle with a narrow transparency band in the middle of a wide absorption/reflection band. The working principle of the structure depends on the electromagnetic coupling between two bright modes and an EIT phenomena is achieved. A novel aspect of this structure is that it maintains its characteristic over a wide range of angles so that a random orientational average maintains, to a large degree, the desired features. To the best of our knowledge, no other reported structure achieves the orientation-averaged characteristic of this structure and at the same time keeps the transparency band as narrow as possible compared with the adjacent attenuation windows. Improvements that enhance the orientation-averaged efficiency and reduce the width of the transparency band would be of great benefit to obscuration applications, especially for the military. . Experimental transmission spectra at normal incidence for the array of the proposed fabricated periodic structure of Figure 6 compared with the corresponding simulation spectra.
